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Criminal trial concerns life, freedom and property of human being. And 
attestation which plays a key role in criminal trial should not be negelected. Thus 
attestation is the focal point of criminal procedure reform and evidence 
legislation ,and also hard  issue of judicial practice in criminal trial. Studying on 
attestation of criminal trial And establishing attestation system pose a significantly 
practical meaning to evidence legislation. Renovation of style of criminal trial, and 
criminal trial practice. In judicial practice, the theory of attestation is vague and 
hard to handle. In the light of researching into the criminal attestation theoretically 
and practically, the paper suggests relevant idea of improvement and establishment. 
In theory part, by comparing the two law systems and theory of criminal 
attestation, the author suggests the basic knowledge of criminal attestation. In 
practical part , basing on the embarrassment of criminal attestation ,this article 
analyzes the origin of the problems of criminal attestation in practical operation, 
proposing that the out of date judicial ideals results in the week consciousness of 
criminal attestation, the consummation of evidence legislations makes it hard for 
the operation of criminal attestation, trial systems at present restrict the 
development of criminal attestation, the incomplete cross examination in the 
practical operation obstructs the processing of criminal attestation. As for the 
improvement and establishment of criminal attestation, on the one hand the 
chapter proposes new methods conforming to practice: strengthening 
consciousness of criminal attestation by modern judicial idea; propelling judge’s 
criminal attestation by independent trial system; founding criminal attestation by 
thorough interrogation; promoting attestation standard through various forms. On 
the other hand, suggests protective system which be established promptly: setting 
up the procedure of criminal attestation; establishing the rule of criminal 
attestation; perfecting relevant procedure system promptly. 
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